FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

SWEP introduces the new compact, but highly efficient B220 model

Landskrona, Sweden, February 2019 - The B220 is a compact, but highly efficient Brazed Plate Heat Exchanger (BPHE) which offers great heat transfer efficiency at a low cost.

One main application is high efficiency tap water heating, but it can also be used in other applications such as oil cooling, space heating and desuperheaters. Thanks to its two-stack feature, the thermal length can be varied, and it is possible to get a tailored top performing product for each application. The new 220 is optimized for single phase applications and offers a max working pressure of 50 bar.

The new 220 model joins the existing 320HT/LT model as part of SWEP’s new L product range which offers high thermal efficiency and expanded capacity reach for a great application fit. This range also features two-stack functionality. By mixing two plates with different patterns in one brazed plate heat exchanger (BPHE), the flexible plate composition leads to an optimized thermal length.

The new 220 model is part of SWEP’s collection of AHRI-certified brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs). As the first BPHEs to be certified by AHRI (the Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute), they are well suited to HVAC, district heating and district cooling applications. AHRI’s certification programs are well recognized as a performance verifier for heating, air conditioning, and commercial refrigeration equipment.

Please visit SWEP at Booth # 5743 during the AHR Orlando Expo being held Feb. 3rd-5th at the Orange County Convention Center to check out our full range of brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs) for HVAC, Refrigeration, Industrial, and District Energy applications.
SWEP’s new B220 model is a compact, but highly efficient BPHE that is optimized for single phase applications such as tap water heating, oil cooling, space heating and desuperheaters.

About SWEP – Challenge efficiency
At SWEP, we believe our future rests on giving more energy than we take – from our planet and our people. That’s why we pour our energy into leading the conversion to sustainable energy usage in heat transfer. Over three decades, the SWEP brand has become synonymous with challenging efficiency.

SWEP is a world-leading supplier of brazed plate heat exchangers for HVAC and industrial applications. With over 1,000 dedicated employees, carefully selected business partners, global presence with production, sales and heartfelt service, we bring a level of expertise and customer intimacy that’s redefining competitive edge for a more sustainable future. SWEP is part of Dover Corporation, a multi-billion-dollar, diversified manufacturer of a wide range of proprietary products and components for industrial and commercial use.
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